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Weak Two Bids 
**** 

By James R. Klein 
 

  
The weak two bid is an effective preemptive weapon if used properly.  I believe that it is important to 

have an agreement on the point count requirements of the bid.  It is important in order to accomplish primary 
goals without risking destructive penalties. I propose a count of  6 to 11 high card points not vulnerable and 9 to 
a bad 12 vulnerable depending on position. 

 
The primary concern with the use of the opening weak two bid is to not preempt partner.  Therefore 

position is quite important. 
 
. In first seat, a preempt will succeed because two opponents have yet to bid.  In second seat, since one 

opponent had already passed, the preempt is merely 50-50 in effectiveness.  It is just as likely to preempt your 
partner as to preempt the opponents.  In third seat, after a pass by your partner and the one opponent, there is 
no risk of preempting your partner.  Now the two bid merely jams the bidding room of the opponents. 

 
In order to accommodate for the various advantages of the preempt in the four seats, different 

standards for the hand quality involved in the preempt and the methods available to responder must be 
employed.  The greatest amount of latitude for a weak two bid is given to the partner in 3

rd
 seat.  Discipline is 

relaxed for the opening bid.  Either a five or six card suit may be bid.  If it is a five card suit, the suit quality is 
the equal of a bad six card suit.  The majority of points for the bid must still be in the suit bid rather than in the 
outside suits. No weak two bid may have a void or an outside four card major.  Extraneous values (outside 
queens and jacks), are to be at a minimum; and only one outside ace or king is permitted in the hand. 

 
In first and second seat, the rule of discipline must be followed.  Partner must rely upon some standard 

for the quality of the weak two bid.  The suit is always a six card suit with two of the top four honors or three of 
the top five honors.  Again, the majority of points for the bid must still be in the suit bid rather than in the outside 
suits.   Extraneous values (outside queens and jacks), are to be at a minimum; and only one outside ace or 
king should be in the hand. 

 
In the fourth seat, the partnership is not to open unless they are odds on to obtain a plus score.  It 

makes little sense to open a weak two bid in order to go minus.  This hand should be considerably stronger 
than other hands which are opened, and meets all the discipline required of any second seat opener.  The 
reality of point count would make this hand intermediate in values, i.e.  10-12 HCP.  In general it represents the 
type of hand which opener would bid 1 of a suit and rebid 2 of the same suit. 

 
Responder’s Bids After a Weak Two 

When Responder is an un-passed hand, he may force opener in a variety of ways.  The only non-

forcing bid is a raise of the opener’s suit, often noted on the convention card as RONF (raise only non forcing 
bid).  All new suits bid by Responder are forcing and 2 NT is also forcing, but with special meanings. 

  
To allow for the variation in weak two bid openers, 2 NT will be used to ascertain the level of the 

possible contract..  After any seat opener, use Ogust as the answer to 2NT.  The answers by opener are 
structured under the chart which follows.   All new suits are responded to depending on the response length 
and whether the weak two bid is a maximum or a minimum.  If weak two bidder has three card support or honor 
doubleton and a minimum respond 2NT  otherwise raise the suit one level. 
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OGUST ***  

FIVE OR SIX CARD OPENING STYLE 
 

The use of the 2NT bid to find the best possible contract is 
called Ogust  and  is responded to in the following ways. 
 

3♣  
          bad suit and bad hand 
 
3♦  card suit headed by two  
         honors including the Ace 
         good suit and bad hand 
 
3♥ = A max. hand with a 6 card suit lacking 

two of the top three honors. 
                                                      bad suit and good hand 
 

3♠ = x. hand with a 6 card suit having 
                two of the top three honors. 
                good suit and good hand 
 

                                         3 NT = A running six card suit having Ace, King and Queen 
 

If responder bids a new suit, the opener should show 3 card support or honor doubleton if  holding it by 
bidding either 2NT with a minimum count or raising the suit with a maximum count.  In many instances, opener 
will lack the support required to raise responder in his suit in which case he must just rebid his suit. 

 
 For example, opener bids 2♥ and responder bids 2♠.  Opener holding the following:          ♠  x  ♥ K Q 

T x x x  ♦ x x x ♣  x, or ♠ x x x ♥ K Q J x x x  ♦ x x x  ♣ x, should reply 2NT, but  holding   ♠  x  ♥ K Q T x x x  ♦ 
Q x x  ♣  x , opener should rebid  his suit to deny a fit.  With a maximum hand and little fit holding   ♠ x x    ♥ A 
K x x x x  ♦ K x x  ♣  x x  opener could bid 3♦ still showing game interest. 

 
It is important to remember that if the opponents enter the auction at the two level or higher they should 

be doubled for penalties. If partner of the weak two bidder has at least one trump trick an opening or better 
hand and little or no fit with the weak two bidder, penalizing the opponents will produce the best result.  If game 
is unlikely do not let opponents who step out go unpunished.  Remember that a 200 or 300 set will bring most 
of the match-points if there is no apparent game.  Vulnerability matters.  If you have too good a fit with partner, 
you should try to push opponents to there maximum in a partial.  If you have too good a fit but a weak hand do 
not push opponents to a game that they might not have reached but for you revealing shortness in partner’s 
hand.  Biddng over partner’s pre-emptive bid requires good judgement.  
 

*** WEBMASTER’S NOTE: This is not ‘Standard Ogust’.  In fact there are many variations. 

Talk it over with your partner before you play it. 

 


